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Textile industry hit by low gas pressure: exporters 
The export-oriented textile industry of Karachi is faced with a frequent low gas pressure scaling back 
manufacturing resulting in delays of consignment shipments to the world market, exporters said on 
Thursday. 
 
Textile export industry of Karachi, with its contribution of 52 percent to the country's total exports, is 
striving for gas to continue production, Chairman, Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers & Exporters Association, 
Muhammad Jawed Bilwani said and added, "Gas Supply to the textile export industries is worsening every 
coming day which has brought disastrous effects on the export consignments." 
 
Besides, the already notified two-day gas holiday, he said, the industry has undergone low gas pressure from 
4 to 13 hours during 14 days out of a total 27 days in December, 2018. He said that low supply of gas has 
widely reduced the industrial operations by 60 percent resulting in an expected failure to ship consignments 
to international market on time as per the deal. 
 
The soaring cost of manufacturing comparing to the regional competitors, Pakistani exporters are already 
working on a very narrow profit margins, he showed concerns, saying that the industry has to rely on their 
captive power plants to meet the export commitments made to the world buyers that also makes the output 
costlier. "If the crisis situation prevails, many exporters fear colossal losses and would be compelled to shut 
down their industries," he said. 
 
Despite the government placed the export sectors on a priority list for gas supplies, he said that the industry 
is deprived of the key input material to continue their operations whereas the supply to CNG stations for 
transportation use continues. He said that the government should stick to its plans and provide gas to the 
industry on a priority basis, adding that the management of the utility should be rationalised. 
 
The continuing low gas supply is badly affecting the textile manufacturing sector that will resultantly reduce 
exports and revenues for the nation, he warned, saying that the government should reconsider its plans and 
provide gas to the industry without any holidays to enable the country to compete with its competitors 
globally. 
 
"Worldwide the competing exports industries are operative 7 days a week, 365 days yearly," Jawed Bilwani 
said, appealing to the government to help provide gas to the industry on a priority basis without any 
interruptions and without any holidays to augment the country's exports and protect the exporters from 
financial losses. 
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